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Abstract

In recent years, in Space-Ground-Sea Wireless Networks, the rapid development of
image recognition also promotes the development of images fusion. For example,
the content of a single-mode medical image is very single, and the fused image
contains more image information, which provides a more reliable basis for diagnosis.
However, in wireless communication and medical image processing, the image
fusion effect is poor and the efficiency is low. To solve this problem, an image fusion
algorithm based on fast finite shear wave transform and convolutional neural
network is proposed for wireless communication in this paper. This algorithm adopts
the methods such as fast finite shear wave transform (FFST), reducing the dimension
of the convolution layer, and the inverse process of fast finite shear wave transform.
The experimental results show that the algorithm has a very good effect in both
objective indicators and subjective vision, and it is also very feasible in wireless
communication.
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1 Introduction
In the field of Space-Ground-Sea Wireless Networks, with the combination of medical

image analysis, environmental detection, and digital photography with computer tech-

nology [1, 2], the development of image processing has been greatly promoted. Image

fusion [3], as an important branch of image processing, and the rapid development of

remote sensing monitoring, target recognition, and light and shadow technology,

deeply reflects the importance of image fusion technology, especially in the accuracy

and accuracy of image information processing.

At the beginning, image fusion was mainly used in military applications. Lvarez et al.

proposed Laplace pyramid image fusion algorithm for the first time [4]. Then, Akhtar-

kavan et al. proposed the quantization and threshold method [5], which made image

fusion enter a new stage. Image fusion [6, 7] refers to the collection of the same target

image information through multi-channel, through information extraction, enhance-

ment, denoising, or other computer technology, to collect the effective information in
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the image, and finally generate the image with the largest amount of information.

Under the same target, multiple different source images are fused by the operator or

neural network to form a new image with multiple information.

In recent years, the application of medical imaging technology in clinical practice

has become increasingly prominent. At present, the main medical imaging methods

include magnetic resonance, X-ray, computed tomography, and so on [8]. Due to

different imaging mechanisms, medical images with different medical modes

present different kinds of organ/tissue information. Single-mode medical imaging

[9] has been unable to be used as the basis for judging the location of important

lesions in clinical diagnosis and treatment due to its incomplete imaging results

and low definition. Multimodal medical image fusion [10] combines the source im-

ages of different modes with different supplementary information into a visual

composite image to help doctors make better diagnosis and decision. By fusing

multimodal medical images, the problem of insufficient information of single-mode

medical images can be solved, and the accuracy of disease and the efficiency of the

treatment can be improved.

The early mainstream image fusion methods include averaging, HS transform, princi-

pal component analysis, etc. [11]. These methods all decompose and fuse images on

one layer. In the mid-1980s, pyramid decomposition had the characteristics of multi-

directional image extraction, and image fusion methods based on pyramid decompos-

ition began to develop. In the 1990s, wavelet transform provides a new tool for image

fusion with the characteristics of multi-resolution. Wavelet transform inherits the idea

of short-time Fourier transform [12] and has been successfully applied to image pro-

cessing, video processing, and other aspects. However, since wavelet transform is often

more concentrated in image processing, it is difficult to deal with the texture and de-

tails of the image, especially when processing two-dimensional or high-dimensional im-

ages. In recent years, the research of multimodal medical image fusion mainly focuses

on the image fusion method based on multi-scale transformation theory. The method

based on multi-scale transformation is generally divided into three steps: decompos-

ition, fusion, and reconstruction.

Among the above algorithms, the multi-scale analysis algorithm [13] is favored

because it can extract the detailed and significant information of the image. How-

ever, at the same time, the processing algorithm becomes more and more complex.

With the increasing demand for image clarity, wavelet transform in multi-scale

analysis cannot optimally represent high-dimensional functions or two-dimensional

images with surface singularity [14]. Fast finite shear wave transform [15] has all

the advantages of wavelet transform, which can effectively reduce the influence of

error, so it is more suitable for image fusion. On the basis of the existing medical

fusion algorithm research, aiming at the problems of medical fusion algorithm,

combined with the advantages of convolution neural network model [16], an im-

proved medical image fusion algorithm based on fast finite shear wave transform

and convolution neural network (FFST) is proposed. After the source image is

decomposed by FFST, the corresponding fusion strategy is designed according to

different coefficient characteristics, and the corresponding experiments are carried

out. The superiority of the algorithm is verified by comparing the experimental re-

sults of multiple groups of images.
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2 Methods
2.1 Convolutional neural network

Convolutional neural network (CNN) is a trainable feedforward network [17]. CNN has

the characteristics of representation learning, so it maintains translation invariance and

scaling invariance for input information to a certain extent.

CNN has three core ideas: local perception, weight sharing, and pooling [18]. Local

perception [19] means that in CNN, the pixels and hidden nodes between images are

not fully connected, but are connected by local tiny pixels, which can greatly reduce

the training parameters. Weight sharing [20] means that the number of convolution

cores in the same image or different images but with the same training position can be

reduced. The parameters can be reduced to a certain extent to avoid repeated convolu-

tion cores. Pooling [21] refers to the image after convolution which is downsampled to

shorten the size of the image, ensure that there is no overfitting, and improve the effi-

ciency of calculation. The processing flow of the convolution neural network is shown

in Fig. 1.

2.2 Fast finite shear wave transform

Shear wave transform [22] is based on the theory of synthetic wavelet. As an analysis

tool of multi-scale geometry, it overcomes the original shortcomings of wavelet trans-

form and generates shear wave functions with different characteristics through affine

transform such as scaling, shearing, translation, and so on. When processing image or

video is translated by shear wave, it is decomposed into three steps:

(1) The Laplace pyramid algorithm is used to f j−1a decompose the image into a high

pass filtered image f jd and a low pass filtered image f ja For f j−1a ∈L2ðZ2
N j−1

Þ, there
are f ja∈L

2ðZ2
N j
Þ, among them Nj − 2/2.

(2) The matrix pf jdis obtained by calculating on pseudo polar lattice f jd , and then the

matrix pf jdis processed by the band-pass filter.

(3) After redefining the Cartesian sampling coordinate [23], the shear wave coefficient

is obtained by using inverse two-dimensional FFT or inverse pseudo FFT on the

data processed by the previous filtering.

Fig. 1 convolution neural network processing flow
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(4) j = j + 1, repeat (1) to (4) until j = L, as shown in Fig. 2.

For the decomposition of the two-dimensional shear wave, the definition is as follows

(1).

φ j;l;k
dð Þ : j≥0;−2j≤ l≤2j; k∈Z2 ð1Þ

where d=0, 1 corresponding to up and down and left and right respectively. For each

scale, there will be support regions corresponding to different directions to ensure its

stability, as shown in Fig. 3.

3 Image fusion algorithm in Space-Ground-Sea Wireless Networks
3.1 Improved convolutional neural network model

The traditional CNN model obtains the probability distribution of the input through

the gradient descent method and uses multiple convolution and pooling layers to clas-

sify the extracted features [24]. The improved CNN in this paper is realized by dimen-

sion reduction. In details, this paper decomposes the source image by fast finite shear

wave transform, improves the convolutional neural network, determines the number of

iterations and the optimal weight of the convolutional neural network through experi-

ments, and then fuses the image through the inverse process of fast finite shear wave

transform.

First, the training set fxi; yigMi−1 is used as input, and the output estimation function is:

f C;W ; xið Þ ¼ WTψ xð Þ þ b ð2Þ

where W is the weight, B is the offset, C is the number of convolution operations,

and X is the convolution operation. which is converted into function mapping through

the hidden layer. When L[C,W, xi] = [yi −Wψ(x) + b]2 is an objective function, it can be

defined as:

P C;Wð Þ ¼
XM
i¼1

L yi; f C;W ; xið Þ½ � þ γ
Wk k2
2

ð3Þ

Assuming that the input equals the output, the estimation function is as follows:

f xð Þ ¼
XM
i¼1

K Cx;Cxið Þ þ b ð4Þ

Fig. 2 process of image processing for Space-Ground-Sea Wireless Networks
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where the kernel function is K(Cx,Cxi) = ψ(Cx)Tψ(Cxi), i = 1, …, M The formula of

CNN's maximum pooling layer is as follows:

Si; j;v φð Þ ¼
Xk=2b c

h¼− k=2b c

Xk=2b c

w¼− k=2b c
φg h;w;i; j;vð Þ
���

���
p

0
@

1
A

1=p

ð5Þ

where φ is the W×H×G 3D array of the input image, which is also the feature map of

each input image. H is the height, W is the width, G is the number of channels, k=2,

which g(h,w,i,j,v) means the mapping from R to k at a certain step size. After continu-

ous iteration, when k=3 and R=2, the result can maintain the invariance of feature scale

to a great extent; the formula is:

ui; j;l φð Þ ¼ f
Xk=2b c

h¼− k=2b c

Xk=2b c

w¼− k=2b c

XM
v¼1

θh;w;v;l � φg h;w;i; j;vð Þ

0
@

1
A ð6Þ

where θ is the kernel weight, l represents the number of outputs, i, j, u represents the

coordinates (i, j) on the scale u, and the activation function is ReLU.

The improved CNN greatly reduces the loss of information and effectively extracts

the features and details of each image.

3.2 Integration process

The medical fusion algorithm of fast finite shear wave transform and convolutional

neural network is divided into four steps.

Firstly, source image A and source image B are decomposed by fast finite shear wave

transform to obtained L{A}l and L{B}l, where L{A}l and L{B}l represent the decompos-

ition of the source image and the source image B at the l layer respectively.

Then, the weights of source image A and source image B are generated by using the

improved convolution neural network, and the result is obtained.

Fig. 3 two dimensional shear wave decomposition image
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Secondly, calculate the regional energy of the layer where the sum is located, as

shown in Eq. (7).

El
A x; yð Þ ¼

X
m

X
n

L Af gl xþm; yþ nð Þ2

El
B x; yð Þ ¼

X
m

X
n

L Bf gl xþm; yþ nð Þ2 ð7Þ

The weight map W is input into the l layer of fast finite shear wave transform to de-

compose L{W}l The floor function is used to H×W get the highest number of layers of

⌊log2 min(H,W)⌋ the source image. Then, formula (8) is used for fusion.

L Cf gl x; yð Þ ¼ G Wf gl x; yð Þ þ 1−G Wf gl x; yð Þ
� �

−L Cf gl x; yð Þ ð8Þ

Finally, the fusion image C is reconstructed by L{C}1 inverse fast finite shear wave

transforms. The flow chart of fusion is shown in Fig. 4.

The above algorithm can reduce the impact of weight allocation on the experiment,

and overcome the problems of incomplete and unclear information in the image.

4 Results and discussion
Using the brain MRI image of the Harvard database as the data set, this paper selects two types

of CT images of multiple cerebral infarction and meningitis to simulate the fusion algorithm.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, this paper selects the multi-focus

image fusion (NPF) algorithm based on NSCT and pulse coupled neural network

(PCNN) [25], the surface wavelet transform (SCT) [26], and the multi-focus image fu-

sion (FGF) algorithm based on fast finite shear wave transform and guided filtering [27]

for comparison. Average gradient (AG), spatial frequency (SF), mutual information MI,

and edge-preserving information transfer factor QAB/F (high weight evaluation stand-

ard) were used for objective evaluation [28, 29].

In order to highlight the advantages of this algorithm, the multi-focus images with strict

registration (256×256 pixel size) are selected as samples, and the experiments are carried

out on MATLAB 2016a. Different fusion algorithms are compared by experiments, and the

above indexes are used for objective evaluation, and the experimental results are analyzed.

According to the different fusion algorithms, this paper selects two groups of medical

images as test data and compares them with the three algorithms. The results are

shown in Figs. 5 and 6. For NPF algorithm, the source image is decomposed by NSCT,

and the spatial frequency of the decomposed coefficient region is calculated. The fre-

quency is used as the input neuron of PCNN to generate neuron pulse. Then the

Fig. 4 flow chart of fusion image in Space-Ground-Sea Wireless Networks
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coefficient with the longest ignition time is used as the fusion coefficient, and finally, it is

fused by inverse NSCT. For the CT algorithm, the image is decomposed by Surfacelet,

and the decomposed low-frequency subband coefficients and high-frequency subband

coefficients are combined, and then reconstructed by inverse transform. For the FGF

algorithm, the source image is decomposed by fast finite shear wave transform. The

decomposed low-frequency subband coefficients are fused by Region nsml. The high-

frequency subband coefficients are fused by region energy weighted high-frequency fusion

rule of a guided filter. Finally, the fused image is reconstructed by inverse FFST.

Figure 5 shows the image of stroke processed by different fusion algorithms. Figure 5a

is a CT image; Fig. 5b is a fusion image processed by NPF algorithm, which can be

clearly seen that there are many noise points and some information is not saved; Fig. 5c

is the image after SCT fusion, and the image is relatively fuzzy in general, and some de-

tails are not displayed; In Fig. 5d, although the effect is very good, its edge brightness is

still dark, which leads to some information not being preserved save; and Fig. 5e is the

image processed by this algorithm. The image is much higher than that of other algorithms,

whether from internal details or edge brightness. The information of the source image is

kept to the maximum extent, which is close to the ideal image and more in line with the

visual characteristics of human eyes. This paper verifies the superiority of the algorithm.

Figure 6 shows the image of meningioma processed by different fusion algorithms. Fig-

ure 6a is a CT image; Fig. 6b is a fusion image processed by NPF algorithm. The overall

effect of the image is dim, the details are not reflected basically, and the soft tissue is not

sure; Fig. 6c is the image after SCT fusion, which can clearly see that its brightness is too

high to make some information loss; Fig. 6d has the same problem as Fig. 6c; and Fig. 6E

is the image processed by the algorithm in this paper. The image has a stable effect and

keeps the information of the source image to the greatest extent. The skeleton is clear,

and it is more in line with the visual characteristics of human eyes. The information of

the image is very rich, which further verifies the superiority of the algorithm in this paper.

Figure 7 shows the image of multiple cerebral infarction processed by different fusion

algorithms. Figure 7a is a CT image; Fig. 7b is a fusion image processed by NPF

Fig. 5 CT/fusion image of stroke. a CT image. b NPF. c SCT. d FGF. e Proposed

Fig. 6 CT/fusion image of meningioma. a CT image. b NPF. c SCT. d FCG. e Proposed
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algorithm, with the overall effect of the image darker and some edges fuzzy; Fig. 7c is

the image after SCT fusion, similar to Fig. 7d, the image is relatively gray and dark, and

some details are not shown; in Fig. 7d, although the effect is very good, the middle part

of it is fuzzy; and Fig. 7e is the image processed by the algorithm in this paper. The

image retains the information of the source image to the greatest extent, and the whole

image is bright, close to the ideal image, which is more in line with the visual

characteristics of human eyes, and some details are also preserved.

Table 1 presents the objective evaluation index data of medical images based on four

fusion algorithms. According to the data in Figs. 5, 6,and 7 and Table 1, it can be seen

that the image processed by the proposed algorithm has rich visual effect information

and clear and continuous edges and is superior to other algorithms in all data indexes.

Then it is verified for the superiority of this algorithm in image fusion processing.

5 Conclusion
In wireless communication, the improvement of image fusion technology is of great

significance [30]. For example, medical image processing is often more complex and

accurate than ordinary image processing, digital medical image processing has higher

requirements. Therefore, image fusion is necessary for medical image before communi-

cation. Many researchers introduce various fusion methods into medical image fusion.

After continuous research and development and improvement by researchers, great

progress has been made in the field of image fusion.

The continuous development and improvement of image fusion technology has

greatly promoted the field of medical diagnosis and provided technical support for

Fig. 7 CT/fusion images of multiple cerebral infarction. a CT image. b NPF. c SCT. d FCG. e Proposed

Table 1 Objective indicators of different fusion algorithms

Source image Algorithm AG SF MI QAB/F

Stroke NPF 0.0105 12.1243 4.9746 0.6428

SCT 0.0111 11.6452 4.9143 0.6801

FGF 0.0113 12.2264 5.0214 0.6867

Proposed 0.0114 14.4172 5.1346 0.6959

Meningioma NPF 0.0192 10.3464 4.8104 0.7382

SCT 0.0194 9.2878 4.9245 0.7649

FGF 0.0192 10.5645 5.0701 0.7787

Proposed 0.0195 11.6857 5.2017 0.7965

Multiple cerebral infarction NPF 0.0156 10.2458 4.8179 0.6971

SCT 0.0154 10.1048 4.8756 0.7021

FGF 0.0158 11.0148 5.1286 0.7945

Proposed 0.0164 11.5462 5.3176 0.8135
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improving people’s health levels. The content of a single-mode medical image is very

single, and the fused image contains more image information, which provides a more

reliable basis for diagnosis. However, in medical image processing, the image fusion

effect is poor and the efficiency is low. This paper proposes a medical image fusion al-

gorithm based on fast finite shear wave transform and a convolutional neural network.

The algorithm decomposes the source image by fast finite shear wave transform,

improves the convolutional neural network, determines the number of iterations and

the optimal weight of the convolutional neural network through experiments, and then

fuses the image through the inverse process of fast finite shear wave transform. The

algorithm effectively reduces the impact of weight allocation on the experiment and

overcomes the problems of incomplete information and unclear details in the image. In

this paper, through several comparative experiments, through the average gradient AG,

spatial frequency SF, mutual information MI, and edge-preserving information transfer

factor qAB/F (high weight evaluation standard), the algorithm is superior to other

algorithms in both objective evaluation and subjective evaluation and has achieved very

good results, which has certain social practicability.

Abbreviations
FFST: Fast finite shear wave transform; CNN: Convolutional neural network; PCNN: Pulse coupled neural network;
SCT: Surface wavelet transform; FGF: Focus image fusion; AG: Average gradient; SF: Spatial frequency
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